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gadv'vsga,  vprs,  dk, He is hanging it [flexible animate] up.,  [atv´:'v],  g~g, hang flx anm 
gadv'vsgv'i,  vmpf,  dk, He was hanging it [flexible animate] up.,  [atv´:'v],  g~g, hang flx anm 
hadv'vga,  vimd,  dk,  Hang it [flexible animate] up!,  [atv´:'v],  g~g, hang flx anm 
 
A: Do advneha gvnigti? What is the doctor doing? 
B: Gasalena gadv’vsga. He/She is hanging up a jacket. 
A: Nihi, nogwu, Dihnawo Dihadvvsgi!  

Gasalena hadvvga! 
You, now, Clothes Hanger.   
Hang up a jacket! 

B: Howa, gasalena gadvvsga. Okay, I’m hanging up the jacket. 
A: Nigohilvtsu gasalena hadvvsgoi? Do you always hang up the jacket? 
B: Vv, nigohilv gasalena gadvvsgoi. Yes, I always hang up the jacket. 
 
adehlohgwa'a, vprs, He is learning., g~a, learn 
adehlohgwasgv'i, vmpf, She was learning., g~a, learn 
hadehlohgwa, vimd, Learn!, g~a, learn 
 
A: Do advneha didehyohvsgi? What is the teacher doing? 
B: Adehlogwaa. [ale Adehlogwasga.] He/She is learning. 
A: Hawa, nihi, nogwu, Tadehlogwasgi, 

gohusdi hadehlogwa! 
You, now, Student.   
Learn something! 

B: Hawa, Tsalagi gadehlogwaa. Okay, I’m learning Cherokee. 
A: Nigohilvtsu Tsalagi hadehlogwasgoi? Do you always learn Cherokee? 
B: Vv, nigohilv Tsalagi 

gadehlogwasgoi. 
Yes, I always learn Cherokee. 

 
agi'a, vprs, He is getting it [round] up., tsi~a, pick up rnd 
agisgv'i, vmpf, She was getting it [round] up., tsi~a, pick up rnd 
higi, vimd, Get it [round]!, tsi~a, pick up rnd 
 
A: Do advneha Didaniyisgi? What is Grabber doing? 
B: Svgta agia. He/She is getting an apple. 
A: Nihi, nogwu, Taladu.  Svgta higi! You, now, Cricket.  Get an apple! 
B: Howa, svgta tsigia. Okay, I’m getting an apple. 
A: Nigohilvtsu svgta dehigisgoi? Do you always get apples? 
B: Vv, nigohilv svgta detsigisgoi. Yes, I always get apples. 
 
ganiyiha, vprs, dk, He is catching it., ['ní:y], tsi~ga, catch trns 
ganiyisgv'i, vmpf, dk, She was catching it., ['ní:y], tsi~ga, catch trns 
hiniya, vimd, dk, Catch it!, ['ní:y], tsi~ga, catch trns 
 
A: Do advneha tsatsi? What is you mother doing? 
B: Wesa ganiyiha. He/She is catching the cat. 
A: Nihi, nogwu, Uyosisgi.  Wesa hiniya. You, now, Hungry.  Catch the cat! 
B: Hawa, wesa tsiniyiha. Okay, I’m catching the cat. 
A: Nigohilvtsu wesa hiniyisgoi? Do you always catch the cat? 
B: Vv, nigohilv wesa tsiniyisgoi.  Vsgi Yes, I always catch the cat.  That’s the way I am. 
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nagwasda. 
 


